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Introduction: The terrestrial remote sensing 

community adopted feature detection, description, and 
matching techniques from the machine vision com-
munity to identify and compare similar landforms and 
other distinctive attributes in vast image sets. Some 
applications of these tools include image registration, 
object localization, and 3D terrain reconstruction. 
With the recent addition of feature detection and 
matching routines in Integrated Software for Imagers 
and Spectrometers 3 (ISIS3) [1], a popular image pro-
cessing tool for remotely sensed observations from 
planetary missions, feature-based matching is expand-
ing to new worlds.  

However, these new planetary bodies pose chal-
lenges for some feature detection, description, and 
matching routines that were originally derived for 
terrestrial applications. Countless non-unique and 
repetitive surface features (e.g. impact craters with 
similar appearance, boulder fields, etc.) cover many 
planetary bodies such as the Earth’s Moon. This study 
provides insight into the effectiveness of various fea-
ture detectors on images acquired of the Moon with 
the Narrow Angle Cameras (NACs) onboard the Lu-
nar Reconnaissance Orbiter [2] under various lighting 
and viewing geometries. 

Feature Detectors: Feature registration and 
matching can be segmented into three parts: feature 
detection, feature description, and matching. In fea-
ture detection, a set of algorithms are applied to an 
image in order to identify “interesting” points or re-
gions of an image. Among feature detectors, there are 
two general types investigated here: corner and blob. 
As the names suggest, corner detectors identify the 

corners or the intersections of two edges in an image 
and tags them as interest points. In terrestrial images, 
corner detectors are useful for tagging the corner of 
man-made structures, such as buildings and road in-
tersections. blob detectors aim to detect unique re-
gions in an image that have different properties than 
the remaining portion of the image, such as bright-
ness. In this study, several common feature detectors 
were evaluated (Table 1). 

Feature Detector Feature 
Type 

Scale In-
variance 

FAST [3,4] Corner No 
Min. Eigenvalue Alg. [5] Corner No 
Harris [6] Corner No 
BRISK [7] Corner Yes 
ORB [8] Corner No 
SURF [9]  Blob Yes 
KAZE [10] Blob Yes 

Table 1. Feature detectors used in this study. 
Influence of Illumination on Feature Detectors: 

As stated, the goal of a feature detector is to identify 
interesting portions of an image such as the corners of 
objects or regions of the image that appear unique. 
Planetary missions capture images of the terrain under 
a variety of lighting and viewing conditions. There-
fore, an effective feature detector must work on imag-
es acquired under a variety of solar incidence angles. 
As seen in Figure 1, we selected a 256 x 256 pixel 
region from three LROC NAC observations with a 
solar incidence angles of 15°, 45°, and 75°. The seven 
feature detectors were then applied to the cropped 
images and the 15 strongest detections from each al-

 
Figure 1. Application of seven feature detectors on three 256x256 pixel sub-images of LROC NAC observations with inci-
dence angles of 15° (M109753063L), 45° (M139396321R), and 75° (M1285183949L).  
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gorithm were subsequently plotted.  
At small incidence angles (15°), we see the corner 

detectors focus on the boundaries of albedo variations 
around small fresh craters. As the incidence angle 
increases to 75° the corner detectors start identifying 
the sharp shadow boundaries around small craters. 
When applying the ORB detector to the three cropped 
images, we see concentric circles around a small 
number of surface features. This indicates that the 15 
strongest detection signatures are occurring over the 
same region and at slightly different scales. For the 
two blob detectors we investigated, we see that the 
center of the detections generally lie in the middle of 
regions with the same intensity values. In the case for 
the small incidence angle images (15°) the KAZE 
detector identifies the center of regions where the 
albedo is higher than the surrounding regolith while at 
larger incidence angles (75°), the feature detector is 
sensitive to the regions of the image in shadow. 

Assessing the Robustness of Feature Detectors: 
A robust feature detector will identify the same point 
or region of interest regardless of rotation, scale, and 
noise. To examine the invariance due to rotation as a 
function of incidence angle, we selected a 1024 x 
1024 region out of each NAC image. We then rotated 
the sub-image between 0 and 360° in 10° increments. 
To remove the impact of resampling and interpolation 
on the rotated images, we then reduced the image size 
of both the unmodified and the modified image by a 
factor of two making a 512 x 512 image.  

We applied the feature detectors to the image be-
fore and after rotation and computed the ratio of 
common features detected in both images and the to-
tal number of features detected. Since the field of 
view is different in each image due to the rotation, we 
only counted detected features within 256 pixels of 
the image center. While the SURF descriptor is rota-
tion invariant, the SURF detector struggled to detect 
the same surface feature when a slight rotation was 
applied to the image. Likewise, Minimum Eigenvalue 
Algorithm, BRISK, and Harris detectors did not per-
form as well when the image was rotated. On the oth-
er hand, the FAST, ORB, and KAZE detectors con-
tinued to match the same features when comparing to 
a rotated image. 

Next, we assessed the feature detectors to changes 
in scale. In this case we resampled the LROC NAC 
sub-image from 1024 x 1024 to 512 x 512 and applied 
each feature detector to both images then compared 
them to identify how many features were detectible in 
the lower resolution image. As expected, the corner 
detectors that are scale independent fared better than 
the corner detectors that were not designed for detect-
ing features over a range of scales. Ranked from best 
to worst in terms of repeatability at small incidence 
angles: BRISK (78%), ORB (58%), SURF (47%), 

KAZE (42%), Harris (20-40%), Min Eigen (25%) and 
FAST (15%). Overall, the repeatability was not af-
fected by incidence angle with the exception of the 
Harris detector that was repeatable 40% of the time 
when the incidence angle was small (< 20°). 

Finally, we assessed the performance of each de-
tector to noise. Depending on the planetary mission 
and instrument, different types of noise patterns effect 
the image. For example, some instruments suffer from 
salt and pepper noise due to bit errors while the quali-
ty of other images are reduced by Gaussian noise. At 
small incidence angles, the performance of the FAST 
and BRISK detectors suffered greatly with the inclu-
sion of salt and pepper noise (2.5% of pixels effected) 
resulting in 40 to 140 times as many detections as the 
original images without noise. This is likely due to 
corner detectors matching the smallest detectable fea-
tures, which in this case is the salt and pepper noise 
pattern. However, at high incidence angles, the effect 
of the noise was reduced on both detectors. Mean-
while, the two blob detectors suffered the least from 
the additional image noise. 

When examining the robustness to Gaussian noise 
with a mean of zero and a variance of 0.001, 0.011 
and 0.021, we found that at small variance levels, the 
Harris corner detector suffered the worst and at higher 
levels the FAST detector was more susceptible to the 
Gaussian noise. Again, we see that the effect of the 
noise decreases as the incidence angle increases and 
the two blob detectors (SURF and KAZE) as well as 
the Minimum Eigenvalue Algorithm suffered the least 
from the inclusion of additional Gaussian noise. 

Conclusions: Understanding the robustness of fea-
ture detectors is important when selecting an algo-
rithm. These detections provide input into the feature 
description routines and ultimately in to matching 
algorithms. If a feature detector cannot reliably detect 
the same features with slight image alterations, then it 
will hinder the later feature matching processes. In 
general, the corner detectors focused on smallest fea-
tures in the image and slight variations in surface re-
flectance, while the blob detectors identified regional 
trends in the dataset. As a result, the performance of 
corner detectors suffered more from changes in image 
scale and noise than either blob detector analyzed.   
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